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Abstract

Machine-learning models have recently encountered enormous success for predicting

the properties of materials. These are often trained based on data that present various

levels of accuracy, with typically much less high- than low-fidelity data. In order to

extract as much information as possible from all available data, we here introduce

an approach which aims to improve the quality of the data through denoising. We

investigate the possibilities that it offers in the case of the prediction of the band gap

relying on both limited experimental data and density-functional theory relying different

exchange-correlation functionals (with an increasing amount of data as the accuracy of

the functional decreases). We explore different ways to combine the data into training

sequences and analyze the effect of the chosen denoiser. Finally, we analyze the effect

of applying the denoising procedure several times until convergence. Our approach

provides an improvement over existing methods to exploit multi-fidelity data.

Keywords: multi-fidelity, data denoise, machine learning (ML), computational chemistry

1 Introduction

With the considerable increase in available data, chemistry and materials science are under-

going a revolution as attested by the multiplication of data-driven studies in recent years.1–5

Among all these investigations, the prediction of properties from the atomic structure (or

sometimes just the chemical composition) is an extremely important topic.6 Indeed, having

an accurate predictor can be very useful for accelerating high-throughput material screen-

ing,7,8 generating new molecules,3 or classifying reactions.9 To develop such predictors, differ-

ent kinds of structural descriptors have been used relying on the Coulomb matrix,10 graphs,11

voxels,12 and so on. Furthermore, various advanced machine learning techniques have been

employed in the predictor model, such as attention,13 graph convolution,11 embedding 14 or

dimensionality reduction.15 However, the characteristics of the data itself are seldom dis-

cussed.
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In particular, many databases consist of simulated data, hence intrinsically containing

some noise with respect to the experimental results (considered as ground truth here). In-

deed, it is basically always necessary to resort to approximations to limit the computational

power required to solve the quantum mechanical equations describing a molecule or a solid.

For instance, density-function theory (DFT) relies on an approximate functional to model

the exchange-correlation energy (see e.g., Ref. 16). This necessarily comes at the cost of a

reduction of the accuracy of the predicted properties. For instance, it is well known that

properties calculated within DFT may present systematic errors.17–19 Nonetheless, many

computational works focus on the relative property values for different structures, so that

the systematic errors can just be canceled and the trend between the structures is not af-

fected.20 In contrast, if the focus is on the absolute property value for a given structure, the

difference between the experimental and calculated values cannot be neglected. For instance,

for the band gap of solids, the DFT calculations typically lead to a systematic underestima-

tion of 30 % - 100 % with respect to the experimental results.21 If the experimental data

is considered as the true value (even though it may vary depending on the technique), such

systematic errors in the computed data meet the definition of noise.22 Note that, in the

same article, the interested reader may find the definitions of bias and variance, as well as

the relationship between those three quantities called ’bias-variance decomposition’.

In fact, the available data for one property often presents various levels of accuracy due

to the different approximations adopted. All kinds of properties have actually been studied

adopting a multi-fidelity approach, such as molecular optical peaks,23 formation energies,24,25

and band gap26 which we mainly focus in this work. As a general rule, faster calculations lead

to lower accuracy results (cost versus accuracy trade-offs). Therefore, available databases

typically contain orders of magnitude less high-accuracy results than low-accuracy ones.

Recently, Chen et al. 26 developed a Multi-Fidelity materials Graph Networks (MFGNet)

based on MatErials Graph Network (MEGNet)14 to take full advantage of all the available

data by adding an integer descriptor to indicate the fidelity state (e.g., 0 - 4 for representing
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PBE, GLLB-SC, HSE, SCAN and experimental data) mapped to an embedding. In the same

line of thought, various methods have also been considered, including information fusion

algorithms,24 Bayesian optimization25,27 and directed message passing neural networks.23

In the present work, we take a different route and focus on decreasing the noise on the data

(i.e., reducing the input errors of the different models), taking inspiration from O2U-Net, a

recent effort for improving the model performance in image classification.28 The concept of

noisy data dates back to the 80s and reasonable strategies were developed to handle labeling

errors, provided that these affect a limited amount of the samples.29,30 A straightforward

approach is to first remove as much noise as possible, and then train the model with the

cleaned dataset.31 Some other works rely on curriculum learning32 to gradually train the

model using the complete dataset ordered in a meaningful sequence.33,34

Theoretically, an additive normal distribution noise (N ∼ (µ, σ2)) can be denoised effec-

tively by soft-thresholding with Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate (SURE).35–37 However, the

quantum chemistry systematic error is probably more like a combination of additive noise

and multiplicative noise (see below). It is thus interesting to design a new way to decrease

the noise. As the best of our knowledge, this is a first attempt in chemistry to improve the

machine learning model performance in this way.

2 Method

2.1 Data analysis

In this paper, we use the same band gap datasets (four with DFT predictions and one with

experimental measurements) as in Ref. 26. The four DFT datasets consist of calculations

performed with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE),38 Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE),39,40

strongly constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN),41 and Gritsenko-Leeuwen-Lenthe-

Baerends (GLLB)42,43 exchange-correlation functionals for 52348,44 6030,40 472,45 and 229046

crystalline compounds from the Materials Project, respectively. For the sake of simplicity,
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these datasets will be referred to as P, H, S, and G, respectively (i.e., using the first letter

of the corresponding functional). The experimental dataset (referred to as E) comprises the

band gaps of 2703 ordered crystals,47 out of which 2401 could be assigned a most likely

structure from the Materials Project.48

As a starting analysis, it is interesting to compare how DFT (P, H, S, and G) performs

with respect to the experiments (E), considered as the true values. This can obviously only

be done for the compounds that belong to the intersections between each pair of datasets

(P∩E, H∩E, S∩E, and G∩E). The resulting MAEs are reported in Table 1. For a deeper

understanding, we also indicate the MAEs corresponding to three categories of compounds:

metals, as well as small-gap (Eg<2) and wide-gap (Eg ≥2) semiconductors. In Fig. 1, we

provide complementary information about the different datasets based on this decomposition.

For the experimental dataset (E), three piecharts have been produced with the counts and

fractions of the compounds belonging to the three categories. The first piechart concerns

the whole dataset, the second one is dedicated to the data that is not shared with the DFT

datasets (P, H, S, and G), and the third one focuses on the data shared with at least one of

these. For each of the latter datasets, two similar piecharts have been generated for all the

data and for the part that is not shared with the dataset E while a confusion matrix has

been produced for the intersections mentioned above.

Table 1: Mean absolute error (MAE) of the DFT predictions based on the differ-
ent XC functionals compared with experiments. The results are also separated
between metals (Eg=0), small-gap (Eg<2) and wide-gap (Eg ≥2) semiconduc-
tors. The number of compounds in each subset (#) as well as the corresponding
fraction (%) are also reported.

Global Eg=0 Eg<2 Eg≥2
MAE # MAE # % MAE # % MAE # %

P∩E 0.43 1765 0.03 1046 59.3 0.61 341 19.3 1.37 378 21.4
H∩E 0.43 332 0.07 172 51.8 0.60 82 24.7 1.05 78 23.5
S∩E 0.77 279 1.73 1 0.4 0.48 144 51.6 1.08 134 48.0
G∩E 0.90 282 2.95 9 3.2 0.70 125 44.3 0.94 148 52.5

It is clear that the dataset E contains an important fraction of metals (51%). The
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Figure 1: Distribution of the data and confusion matrix as a function of the gap (Eg) for
the different sets (E in purple, P in green, H in orange, S in blue, and G in red).
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accuracy of the global predictions (as measured by the MAE) is thus very sensitive to the

accuracy for metals. It turns out that PBE and HSE are doing a very good job for metals

with 91% and 90% accuracy, respectively (see confusion matrix in Fig. 1, leading to a MAE

of 0.03 and 0.07 eV, respectively. In contrast, SCAN and GLLB are doing a rather poor job

for metals. For the small-gap (Eg<2) semiconductors, all the functionals have a very similar

accuracy and MAE. For the wide-gap (Eg ≥2) semiconductors, PBE clearly provides the

worst prediction while the other three functionals have roughly the same predicting power.

Another important remark is that the distribution of compounds between the three dif-

ferent categories varies for the different intersections (P∩E, H∩E, S∩E, and G∩E). In P∩E

and H∩E, it is not too different from the actual distribution in the dataset E. That is clearly

not the case for S∩E and G∩E in which metals are strongly underrepresented. Further-

more, in G∩E, the wide-gap (Eg ≥2) semiconductors are largely overrepresented. In fact,

this dataset was created to analyze how the GLLB functionals performs for correcting the

systematic underestimation of the band gap.

This remark is also important in the framework of the machine learning training process.

Indeed, a basic underlying assumption of such approaches is that the training dataset has a

similar distribution to the test dataset. This is a reasonable assumption for the dataset H

and to a lesser extent for the dataset P, but not at all for the datasets S and G. Given that

the whole point here (and of multi-fidelity approaches) is to take advantage of all available

data to overcome the lack of experimental data, we have to accept to deal with datasets with

all kinds of distributions. But it is clear that the underlying distribution will impact the ML

models.

As far as noise is concerned, it has been long known that DFT predictions present system-

atic deviations. Methods for analyzing these errors have therefore already been considered

previously.49 The simplest model for such errors assumes that a perfect correlation exists

between experimental true value T and the theoretical prediction P , possibly with a random

distortion ǫ centered around a zero mean: P = aT + b+ ǫ. The parameters a and b account
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for the multiplicative and additive errors, respectively. They can be determined by a linear

regression (here, it is performed in such a way as to minimize the MAE, just as it will be

done for the ML models, and a 10-fold cross-validation is used). Fig. 2 shows the results

of such an analysis for the different intersections (P∩E, H∩E, S∩E, and G∩E). The slopes

for different DFT datasets are ordered as follows: aP < aS < aH < 1 < aG. Inverting the

above relation between P and T has been suggested as a practical way to obtain improved

band gaps predictions from DFT results:21 T = cP + d+ ǫ. The resulting MAEs after such

corrections are reported in Table 2. They are improved compared to those of the original

DFT results from Table 1, mainly due to the better prediction for the wide-gap compounds.

In contrast, due to the imbalance in the distribution highlighted above, the predictions for

the metals are actually worse for the dataset S (whose intersection with the dataset E only

contains 1 compound which has a limited impact on the linear fit).
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Figure 2: Approximate relationship between the experimental and DFT band gaps for the
different XC functionals. A first-order polynomial P = aT + b is used to fit the true T and
predicted P data points. A perfect match should lead to a slope a = 1 and an intercept
b = 0. The slopes (multiplicative noise) are ordered as follows: aP < aS < aH < 1 < aG. The
intercept (additive noise) is much bigger larger for G than for all the other XC functionals.
The color scheme is the same as in Fig. 1

Table 2: Mean absolute error (MAE) of the corrected DFT predictions based
on the different XC functionals compared with experiments. The results are
also separated between metals (Eg=0), small-gap (Eg<2) and wide-gap (Eg ≥2)
semiconductors.

Global Eg=0 Eg<2 Eg≥2
P∩E 0.36 0.04 0.64 0.99
H∩E 0.43 0.07 0.60 1.06
S∩E 0.58 2.31 0.42 0.75
G∩E 0.67 2.36 0.48 0.72

In the Supporting Information, the interested reader will find further analysis of the data
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including the elements distribution (Sec. A.1), the overlaps between the different datasets

(upset plot and Venn diagram are available in Sec. A.2), the overlap plotting (in Sec. A.3)

and KL divergence (Sec. A.4) of dimensionality reduction. And finally the distributions of

the predicted band gap compared to the experimental values. In other words, we examine

the accuracy of the different functionals (discussed in Sec. A.5).

2.2 Training approaches and testing procedure

It is important to remind that the experimental values are assumed to be the true values.

The optimal ML model should thus produce results as close as possible to the experimental

values, despite these may also contain some errors. When training models, the main task is

to minimize the mean absolute error (MAE) between its outputs and the true values. Here,

we adopt a twofold training-testing procedure. The dataset E is randomly divided into two

parts, E1 and E2. The former is first used for training and the latter for testing, and then

vice versa. The final results are obtained as the average value of these two tests. All the

cases when MEGNet produces a Not-a-Number (NaN) error in one of the training folds are

not considered in the analysis of the results.

In this paper, we compare four different training approaches:

1. only-E : each model is trained only on the experimental data (the first on E1 and the

second on E2);

2. all-together : each model is trained on the combination of all five datasets (P, H, S, G,

and E1/E2) regardless of their different accuracy;

3. one-by-one: each model is trained successively on the five datasets (P, H, S, G, and

E1/E2) one at a time (so that five subsequent training steps are needed) in a selected

sequence (e.g., G → S → H → P → E as illustrated in Fig. 3(a)).

4. onion: each model is trained successively on five different datasets consisting of, first,

the combination of all five datasets (P, H, S, G, and E1/E2) and, then, those obtained
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by removing one dataset at a time in a selected sequence (e.g., PHSGE → PHSE →

PSE → GE → E as illustrated in Fig. 3(b)).

The only-E approach is basically a twofold cross-validation approach that could have been

used if only experimental data were available. The one-by-one approach is a form of cur-

riculum learning.

... ...

... ...

... ...

Randomly
Initiated Model

... ...

... ...

... ...

... ...E

EP

EHP

ESHP

EGSHP

SEPEPS

HSEPSEPHEPHS

PHSEPGSEHGSE PHGE PHGS

EP

PHSGE

Randomly
Initiated Model

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Schematic representation of part of the tree for (a) the one-by-one and (b) onion
approaches. Both involve five training steps. The thicker line in each diagram shows one
possible training sequence. For five datasets, each tree contains 120 (=5!) different branches
and 325 (resp. 206) nodes in the one-by-one (resp. onion) approach. Each node in the tree
represents a training step. As the datasets P, H, S, G, and E1/E2 appear (resp. disappear)
with the same probability in the trees, there are 325/5=61 (resp. 206-205/5=165) nodes
containing P (or any other letter) in the one-by-one (resp. onion) tree.

There are 120 (=5!) different possible sequences for both the one-by-one and onion

training approaches. In this work, we consider all those alternatives systematically. These

can be represented as a tree, a part of which is shown in Fig. 3, highlighting one potential

choice. In what follows, we adopt the Environment for Tree Exploration (ETE) Toolkit50 to

display the complete tree of the different results. By investigating all those options, which

is very time consuming, we aim to analyze the sensitivity of the methods to the selected

sequence. Ideally, one would like to avoid to take them all into account for actual ML

problems. It is thus important to devise a method that is as little sensitive as possible to

the selected sequence.
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Note that the all-together approach is the first step of the onion tree, while the only-E

approach is the first step of a part of the one-by-one tree.

2.3 Denoising procedure

If T is the target value (which includes noise) for a given sample and P is the corresponding

prediction by a reasonable model. A denoising procedure typically consists in replacing T

by T̂ = f(T, P ) where f is any function of T and P and is usually referred to as the

denoiser. Note that this can be an iterative procedure. Given that the type of noise in our

DFT datasets (typically a combination of additive noise and multiplicative noise), it is not

obvious to select an existing denoiser. In this work, we adopt a rather straightforward one:

T̂ =











T if |T − P | ≤ ǫ

P otherwise
(1)

where ǫ is a hyper-parameter to be determined (e.g., by grid search, random search, or

Bayesian optimization). Here, we found ǫ=0.3 to be a good choice. The whole denoising

process is schematically represented in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of a typical data cleaning process. Target values which
are too far (i.e., outside the interval defined by the cleaning threshold ǫ) from the output
of the predictive model are replaced by the latter values. The data cleaning is an iterative
process, so more cleaning steps can be optionally added.
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We are still left with the choice of the reasonable model to be used for making the

prediction P . Since the sequence of the training datasets in the one-by-one and onion

approaches affects the final performance of the model, we tested some representative models

among all the possibilities to provide an approximate error bar accounting for the denoising

effect. It is important to note that the reasonable model can be updated in an iterative

process which improves the model performance until convergence is achieved.

2.4 Machine Learning model

For the sake of comparison with the multi-fidelity approach of Chen et al. 26 , we first adopt

MEGNet14 to model the relation between the structure and the band gap. Single-fidelity

models are developed for all the different datasets, using the default hyper-parameters of

MEGNet (version 1.2.3). In a second step, we also use MODNet15 (version 0.1.12) to validate

our observations about the effect of denoising.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Training on the raw data

We first test the different approaches on the raw data (i.e., without applying the denoising

procedure). On a NVIDIA Tesla P100 graphics card, one onion tree training costs about

6 days while the one-by-one tree training costs about 35 days. The most representative

results are summarized in Table 3, while the complete results of the one-by-one and onion

approaches are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

The only-E approach is the reference scenario. It leads to a MAE of 0.680 eV which is

higher than most of the results obtained with any other approach. This can be traced back

to the small dataset size.

The all-together approach leads to a MAE of 0.501 eV. That is a significant improvement

by 26%, which can be attributed to a better prediction of metals thanks to the much larger
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size of the dataset. This can be understood by analyzing the results obtained by training only

on the dataset P (only-P). This approach leads to a MAE of 0.595 eV, which is already an

improvement by 13% compared to the only-E approach despite the fact that PBE is known

to underestimate the band gap. In fact, 72% of the experimental data points correspond to

a band gap lower than 2 eV and 51% are actually metals. If we focus on the intersection

P∩E (containing 1765 compounds), we see that 59% of the compounds are metallic and P

is actually correct in 91% of the cases. The underestimation of the band gap only leads to

9% of false metallic compounds. Now, moving to the rest of the datasets P (P\E), we see

that, out of the 50583 compounds, 18775 (37%) are metals. This number is basically one

order of magnitude larger than the 1384 metallic compounds present in the whole dataset

E. So, the ML model can better learn to predict metals. Adding the fact that another 15218

compounds have a band gap smaller than 2 eV for which the PBE error is not going to be

very big, we can easily understand the nice improvement in MAE. For the datasets S and G,

the number of new metallic systems added compared to E (11, and 0, respectively) is much

smaller. So, not surprisingly, only-S and only-G suffer much more from the noise due to the

XC functionals than the only-P one leading a MAE of 1.446 and 1.406 eV, respectively. For

the all-together approach, the improvement results from both the effect of the number of

metallic samples and an averaging of the noise of the different XC functional. The only-H

results are somewhere in between with a MAE of 0.796 eV. Indeed, the number of new metals

in H\E (2599) is only the double than in E (compared to more than 10 times in P). So, the

effect of the better prediction of metals is more limited compared to P.

For the one-by-one and onion approaches, the results vary depending on the training

sequence. The best and worst results are reported in Table 3. In order to analyze the effect

of the training sequence, we have produced two plots for both approaches in Figs. 5 and 6.

In the first part of those figures, the sequences are classified according to the first dataset

used or removed (P, H, S, G, or E); while, in the second part, they are ordered depending

on the last dataset used.
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In both figures, each class presents much more variation around its mean in the first plot

than in the second one. In other words, the final dataset used seems to matter much more

than the first one used (resp. removed) in the one-by-one (resp. onion) approach. It is,

however, also clear that using the dataset G first leads to better results and not surprisingly

finishing the training with it produces the worst results by far. For the one-by-one approach,

the best results on average are obtained for the sequences finishing with H. They are slightly

better than those finishing with E. For the onion approach, it is actually the reverse: the

best results on average being achieved for the sequences finishing with E. As a general rule,

in order to limit the number of models to be tested, one can clearly focus on the latter

sequences (i.e., those finishing with the available true values) and, for further restriction,

one can concentrate on those which end with PE or HE given that P and H have the lowest

MAE (i.e., the highest fidelity) in Table 1.

Table 3: Most representative results (in terms of the mean absolute error on
the predicted bang gap expressed in eV) obtained for the different training ap-
proaches and sequences without any denoising. For the one-by-one and onion

approaches, we report the results for the best training sequence, the worst one,
and the worst one among those ending with E (indicated with a star).

MAE

Approach Sequence Global Eg=0 Eg<2 Eg≥2

only-E E 0.680 0.490 0.534 1.131

all-together PHSGE 0.501 0.150 0.567 1.091

one-by-one S→G→P→E→H (best) 0.484 0.228 0.571 0.884

H→P→S→E→G (worst) 0.993 1.039 0.733 1.097

H→P→G→S→E (worst∗) 0.599 0.434 0.510 0.964

onion PHSGE→PHSE→HSE→HE→E (best) 0.438 0.239 0.515 0.743

PHSGE→PHSG→PSG→SG→G (worst) 0.916 0.937 0.634 1.083

PHSGE→PHSG→PSG→PG→G (2nd-worst) 0.889 0.883 0.665 1.064

PHSGE→PSGE→SGE→GE→E (worst∗) 0.495 0.338 0.485 0.790
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Figure 5: MAE results obtained on the raw data using the one-by-one training approach
for all possible dataset sequences: (a) gathered according to the first dataset used and (b)
grouped following the last dataset used. The global average of the MAE is shown by a
vertical solid purple line (µ=0.659 eV), while the group averages are indicated by their
corresponding color (P in green, H in orange, S in blue, G in red, and E in magenta). The
corresponding standard deviations (σ) are also indicated accordingly. The best and worst
training sequences are highlighted in light blue. The training sequences that produce NaN
for one of the folds (so the MAE is only that of the other fold) are indicated by a lighter
gray bar, while those that lead to NaN for both folds are left blank.
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Figure 6: MAE results obtained on the raw data using the onion training approach for all
possible dataset orders: (a) gathered according to the first dataset used and (b) grouped
following the last dataset used. The global average of the MAE is shown by a vertical solid
purple line (µ=0.573 eV), while the group averages are indicated by their corresponding color
(P in green, H in orange, S in blue, G in red, and E in magenta). The corresponding standard
deviations (σ) are also indicated accordingly. The best and worst training sequences, as well
as the worst one ending by E, are highlighted in light blue. The training sequences that
produce NaN for one of the folds (so the MAE is only that of the other fold) are indicated
by a lighter gray bar, while those that lead to NaN for both folds are left blank.
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3.2 Training with denoised data

We now turn to the analysis of the results that can be obtained when denoising the data.

Given that we have already considered all the possible training sequences, the natural choice

to clean the data is to use the best model obtained with the raw data. Once again, we first

analyze the effect of the training sequence. The results obtained for both one-by-one and

onion approaches are reported in Figs. 7 and 8. The striking difference with respect to the

results obtained on the raw data is that the training sequence has a much smaller impact

on the results. This is a really important point in order to avoid the burden of having to

compute all the different training sequences. The second important observation is that, once

again, the onion approach produces better results than one-by-one. So, from now on, we

focus on the onion approach to analyze the effects of the cleaning procedure.

Given that in a normal investigation the best possible model will not be known a priori (it

only can a posteriori once all sequences have been considered), we investigate the importance

of the choice of the denoiser. Here, we have plenty of models at hand differing by the training

sequence in the raw data. Besides the one already considered, we select four other denoiser

models for comparison:

• PHSGE→PHSG→PSG→SG→G which leads to the worst performance among all train-

ing paths: MAE=0.916 eV (Fig. S11),

• PHSGE→PHSG→PSG→PG→G which leads to the second-worst performance among

all training paths: MAE=0.889 eV (Fig. S12),

• PHSGE→PHGE→PGE→GE→E which has a rather poor performance among all

training path ending with E: MAE=0.483 eV (Fig. S13),

• PHSGE→PHSE→PHE→HE→E which has a rather good performance among all train-

ing path ending with E: MAE=0.443 eV (Fig. S14).

The complete results obtained after the denoising procedure based on these four different
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models are shown in Figs. S11, S12, S13, and S14 in the Supporting Information (Sec. B).

In all four cases, the denoising procedure improves the global average of the MAE for the

whole tree, as well as the average MAE of all the sequences ending with E compared to the

results of the denoiser model itself. However, when the worst or the second-worst model is

used as the denoiser, the results are worse than with the raw data.

Basically, we observe that the better the denoiser model the better the cleaning effects,

which translates not only into a lower MAE but also into a lower variance with respect to

the training sequence. Therefore, the choice of the denoiser is quite critical.

It would be cheating to use the final results as an indicator to choose the denoiser model.

However, we note that, as soon as a model whose training sequence ends with E is chosen as

the denoiser (even the rather poor performance one), the results are clearly improved with

respect to those obtained based on the raw data. Therefore, based on the observations at the

end of Sec. 3.1, we recommend as heuristic to use a denoiser for which the training sequence

is in increasing fidelity of the data ending with the true values.
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Figure 7: MAE results obtained on the data cleaned with the best model of Fig. 5 using the
one-by-one training approach for all possible dataset sequences: (a) gathered according to
the first dataset used and (b) grouped following the last dataset used. The global average
of the MAE is shown by a vertical solid purple line (µ=0.502 eV), while the group averages
are indicated by their corresponding color (P in green, H in orange, S in blue, G in red, and
E in magenta). The corresponding standard deviations (σ) are also indicated accordingly.
The best and worst training sequences, as well as the worst one ending by E, are highlighted
in light blue. The training sequences that produce NaN for one of the folds (so the MAE is
only that of the other fold) are indicated by a lighter gray bar, while those that lead to NaN
for both folds are left blank.
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Figure 8: MAE results obtained on the data cleaned with the best model (MAE=0.438 eV)
of Fig. 6 using the onion training approach for all possible dataset orders: (a) gathered
according to the first dataset used and (b) grouped following the last dataset used. The
global average of the MAE is shown by a vertical solid purple line (µ=0.430 eV), while the
group averages are indicated by their corresponding color (P in green, H in orange, S in blue,
G in red, and E in magenta). The corresponding standard deviations (σ) are also indicated
accordingly. The best and worst training sequences, as well as the worst one ending by E,
are highlighted in light blue. The training sequences that produce NaN for one of the folds
(so the MAE is only that of the other fold) are indicated by a lighter gray bar, while those
that lead to NaN for both folds are left blank.
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The final results obtained after the denoising procedure, together with the distribution

of errors, are represented in Fig. 9. Compared with Figs. 2 and S10, it appears rather clearly

that these contain less noise.

Figure 9: (a) Analysis the model prediction error through scatter and slope (Fig. 2 style).
Different colors are adopted to show the twofold results. Analysis the model prediction
error through distribution (Fig. (b) A typical model output vs. experimental data. All
test/training are made by two-fold.

As already indicated, the cleaning procedure can be iterated towards convergence. In

Fig. 10, we show the evolution of the results as a function of the iteration for some rep-

resentative training sequences. PHSGE→PHSE→HSE→HE→E) leads to the lowest MAE

(0.394 eV at the 6th iteration). Compared with one-by-one and all-together approaches, the

onion training not only shows the best performance at the starting point, but it also has the

greatest potential for improvement. The one-by-one training results can actually hardly be

improved by the cleaning procedure due to the lack of a real synergetic effect by the different

datasets.
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Figure 10: Application of an iterative procedure for some representative training sequences.
The first point of each line is the result obtained with the raw data (i.e., without data
cleaning). Every subsequent point is obtained using the model corresponding to the previous
point as the denoiser for cleaning the data.

3.3 Validation of the denoising method with MODNet

To assess the generality of the denoising method, we also adopt MODNet15 to model the

relation between the structure and the band gap. Indeed, it is among the best models of the

MatBench test suite.6

We use the same train/test splitting of the dataset as for the work already performed

with MEGNet. For the onion approach, we adopt the training sequence that was found to

be the best with MEGNet. Here, we have no clue whether it is also the best with MODNet.

However, it meets the heuristic defined above for obtaining a reasonable denoiser.

The results are summarized in Table 4. As already observed with MEGNet, the onion

training and the data cleaning improve the predictions compared to training on the raw

experimental data (only-E ). Compared to MEGNet, these improvements are less impressive

given that the reference results (only-E ) were already reasonably good. As a side note,

MODNet is much less computationally demanding than MEGNet (about 10 minutes vs.

about 8 hours) due to the smaller model size.
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Table 4: Most representative results (in terms of the mean absolute error on
the predicted bang gap expressed in eV) obtained for the different training ap-
proaches and sequences with/without denoising.

MAE (eV)

Approach Denoiser Sequence MODNet MEGNet

only-E none E 0.458 0.680

onion none PHSGE→PHSE→HSE→HE→E 0.422 0.438

onion onion PHSGE→PHSE→HSE→HE→E 0.406 0.412

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a method to take full advantage of the availability of

multi-fidelity data and tested it thoroughly for the prediction of the band gap based on the

structure. The method is based on an appropriate combination of all the data into a multistep

training sequence and on a simple denoising procedure. For combining the data, we have

compared four different training approaches (only-E, all-together, one-by-one, and onion). It

turned out that the best one consists in training the model successively on different datasets

resulting from, first, the combination of all available datasets and, then, of those obtained by

removing one dataset at a time by increasing fidelity (from the poorest to the highest fidelity,

hence, finishing with the true data). For the denoising procedure, we have tested a simple

technique by which target values are replaced by the output of the selected denoiser when

the former are too far (i.e., outside the interval defined by a cleaning threshold) from the

latter. Other denoising procedures resulting in better results might be existing, but is left for

future work. We have found that the denoising procedure improves the final results provided

that a reasonable denoiser is chosen. Furthermore, based on our observations, we proposed

a simple heuristic for the denoiser. Finally, we have investigated the effect of applying the

denoising procedure several times until convergence.

The method proposed here provides a sensible way to improve the results that can be

achieved when multi-fidelity data are available which is basically often the case in materials

science given that accuracy in the data always comes at a cost. It thus has considerable
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potential of applications.
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